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Over the past week it may have seemed at times as if I’d
abandoned the burger life (having gone two whole posts
without a mention of flipping), but no. I was back at my
350 degree desk yesterday, making greased pucks for
 customers who had completely tired of ham or turkey. My
work in burgatory may be lessened this coming year, as I
have some other employment goals to fulfill. For now, it’s
just a matter of slinging hamburgers through the holidays
and being the guy that fills all of the staffing gaps.

I work in what is now termed “nutrition services,” for a 250
bed hospital (and its regional network of hospitals). The
door to our staff office is 300 yards from the morgue. No
big deal, really. All of us undesirables are placed in the

hospital’s original basement. Environmental Services, maintenance, Laundry and Patient/Associate
Feeding are all in the bowels of the oldest building. Generations of nutrition managers have found
ways to store materials in out-of-the-way corners and converted closets. So, to fill our convenience
store sized soda displays, I make the 300 yard walk down the corridor to a little known storage
room. Yesterday, on my trudge, I ran into a funeral director and one his clients. One of them was
pacing the hall, the other being very quiet and lying on a gurney. I’m learning that these encounters
are all part of the process, to say hello, and to move on. I had plenty of college biology trips to the
cadaver lab. At 22 I was assisting a minister, the kind of job that required my constant presence at
funerals. Despite these training moments in a life generally misspent, I still never know what to say
to either party when I run into them with a cart load of Cokes. I should have gone all Mean Joe
Green and thrown a soda and a smile the guy’s way.

I was thinking about cutting back on coffee, which would make this blog even more unreadable.
Yesterday I came across a Washington Post article by Carolyn Butler  which made me think that my
nervous, over caffeinated rambling had health and sociological benefits. I have not a vice left
besides the devil drink and I’m glad that at least it offers some lifestyle benefits. By that logic, I
should be the healthiest man alive. Onward and Upward (at least one last time this year).

Coffee may have health benefits and may not pose health risks for many people –
washingtonpost.com
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